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Freya Thorn

Freya Thorn is an PC controlled by Ace.

Freya Thorn

Species & Gender: Nepleslian Female
Year of Birth: YE 26
Organization: Psychopomp PMC
Occupation: Drone Operator

Current Placement: ISS Brimstone
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Character Description

Freya has long white hair, red eyes, and has an extremely fair complexion and athletic build. She is a
very analytical person and she tends to act cold but will hold very strong bonds with others who put in
the effort to befriend her. She has a plethora of modifications to her body. 6'2“(1.88m) in height with her
measurements being 38B-26-42 and weighs 180lbs (81kgs).

History and Relationship Notes

Freya was originally a resident of 188604 but her body had been found by a team of Psychopomp PMC
soldiers performing their daily rounds in mapping the planet. Freya's body was found in critical condition
by a pack of Osmanian drop bears some of which were already dead around the body. The team under
instruction from the residing scientist took the body back to the ship in orbit where attempts were made
to save the body. They were able to stabilize her but never bring her out of critical condition so an ST
copy was made. This ST copy was then used as the personality for an experimental project code named
“Copycat”. Copycat was an Artificial Body that combined all of the company's knowledge in genetics and
cybernetics to make a soldier who could link up to and control drones wirelessly. Previous attempts had
failed and the subject's minds had broken but due to the strong will of Freya's own personality she pulled
through though had no memory of her life before the project. Since then she has been apart of many
operations and has become more cold over the years as she is mostly sent on jeopardized missions
usually resulting in her arriving after several members have been wounded or killed.

Skill Areas

Communications: Freya is fluent only in Trade and knows no other languages.
Technology Operation: Freya can operate any Tech she comes across and is able to control
multiple drones and devices simultaneously.
Entertainment: Freya has a good sense of humor as well as being proficient at singing and dancing.
Maintenance and Repair: Freya can maintain her drones and modifications quickly and proficiently
even while on the field.
Fighting: Freya is proficient at hand to hand combat, Muay Thai and most weapons.
Physical: Freya is a great at acrobatics and has a higher endurance and running speed than
average people.
Arts and Vocations: Freya loves to draw and has become proficient at it.

Inventory

Nanosuit - Can rearrange itself to match what Freya wants.
Zen .45 Kendo Special - red dot, 12 round magazine Zen/Nep, and custom grip.
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